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Welcome To Recession Trends | Recession Trends
https://web.stanford.edu/group/recessiontrends/cgi-bin/web
The Recession Trends website is no longer being actively updated. Readers interested
in up-to-date materials on Recession and Recovery should visit inequality.stanford.edu.
The ongoing economic downturn is the worst of the postwar period. It bears some
similarity, at least as regards origins, to the ...

Podcasts · Contact · Immigration · State Budgets · The Russell Sage Foundation

Recession Trend Report - Trend Reports.com - #1 in
Trend ...
www.trendreports.com/research/recession
Recession Trend Report and custom Recession market research on finance, economic
growth, investing, unemployment, world economy and Recession trends

US Economic Outlook for 2018 and Beyond - The Balance
https://www.thebalance.com/us-economic-outlook-3305669
The BLS assumes that the economy will fully recover from the recession by 2020 and
that the labor force will return to full employment or an unemployment rate of 4 to 5
percent. The most significant growth, forecasted at 5.7 million jobs, will occur in
healthcare and other forms of social assistance as the American population ages. People also search for

Recession
In economics, a
recession is a
business cycle
contraction which
results in a general
slowdown in economic
activity.
Macroeconomic

indicators such as GDP (gross domestic
product), investment spending, capacity
utilization, household income, business
profits, and inflation fall, while bankruptcies
and the unemployment rate rise.

Wikipedia

Popular online courses
Greek debt recession and
austerity â€¦
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6 factors shaping the global economy in 2016 | World ...
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/12/6-factors-shaping-the...
May 23, 2018 · 6 factors shaping the global economy in 2016. 23 Dec 2015. Anders
Borg Minister of Finance of Sweden (2006-2014) Latest Articles. Why fighting organized
crime can unlock peace in conflict zones. International Institute for Strategic Studies 30
May 2018. How blockchain can manage the future electricity grid. Sam Hartnett and â€¦

If There Is a Recession in 2016, This Is How It Will ...
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/05/upshot/if-there-is-a-recession...
Feb 05, 2016 · Economic Trends. If There Is a Recession in 2016, This Is How It Will
Happen. By Neil Irwin. Feb. 4, 2016 ; More and more news headlines and stock market
analystsâ€™ reports have started predicting, or at least insinuating, that a recession
could be near in the United States. Iâ€™ve been skeptical; the economy may not be
great, but Iâ€™ve had a hard time envisioning how economic â€¦

Goldman Sachs | Our Thinking - 2018 Global Economic ...
www.goldmansachs.com/.../2018-global-economic-outlook-as-good-as-it...
2018 Global Economic Outlook: As Good As It Gets nov 2017 For the first time since
2010, the world economy is outperforming most predictions â€” a trend that Goldman
Sachs Research economists Jan Hatzius and Jari Stehn see not only continuing but
amplifying in 2018.

5 trends for the future of economic growth | World ...
https://www.weforum.org/.../5-trends-for-the-future-of-economic-growth
May 25, 2018 · Growth in China is slowing, growth in Europe is near zero, and the world
as a whole is now in recession in dollar terms. At the same time, income inequality is
rising all over the world, and political instability is going up, too. Could a return to
economic growth be the cure for these ills? And if ...

Global recession - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_recession
A global recession is recession that affects many countries around the worldâ€”that is,
a period of global economic slowdown or declining economic output.

Definitions · Overview

History of U.S. Recessions: Causes, Lengths, Stats
https://www.thebalance.com/the-history-of-recessions-in-the-united...
This recession lasted only eight months (February to October 1945). It seemed to last
longer. That's because GDP continued to fall until it reached -10.6 percent in 1946. This
was a natural result of the demobilization from World War II. That happened when the
huge demand for military weapons fell ...

List of recessions in the United States - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_recessions_in_the_United_States
No recession of the post-World War II era has come anywhere near the depth of the
Great Depression, ... The Cleveland Trust Company Index showed the economy spent
68 months below its trend and only 9 months above it. The Index declined 34.3% during
this depression. 1845â€“late 1846 recession â€” ~1 year ~2 years âˆ’5.9% â€” This
recession â€¦

Early recessions and ... · Free Banking Era to ... · Great Depression onward

Chart Book: The Legacy of the Great Recession | Center
on ...
https://www.cbpp.org/.../chart-book-the-legacy-of-the-great-recession
Chart Book: The Legacy of the Great Recession. UPDATED. May 8, 2018. The United
States went through its longest, and by most measures worst economic recession since
the Great Depression between December 2007 and June 2009. This chart book
documents the course of the economy following that recession against the background
of how deep a hole the recession â€¦

Recession - The New York Times
https://www.nytimes.com/topic/subject/recession
May 11, 2018 · The gap between short- and long-term interest rates has shrunk, and if the
trend intensifies, it may be a classic harbinger of recessionâ€¦
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